Mute r6

Mark R. Chandar was born on October 11 in York, England. An exceptional and well-rounded
student, he graduated from secondary school at the age of twelve. During his gap year he
completed an internship at a prestigious British tech company where he contributed to the
design and function of security system prototypes. At age fourteen, he was accepted into the
Department of Engineering at the University of Cambridge where he majored in electronics and
computer engineering. This experience proved to be valuable with his eventual recruitment into
the SAS and later Rainbow. He continues to contribute to the applied technical research team
and has recently expanded his field of study to include learning Korean. Chandar is highly
intelligent and analytical. He is used to being the youngest and smartest one in the room. A man
of few words, he prefers brevity and clarity to extemporizing. His curt nature is easily
misconstrued as rudeness. It may not be immediately clear why Specialist Mark Chandar's
codename is Mute. While he dislikes small talk, he isn't particularly reserved and in fact can be
brash - a trait that is off-putting to some. Whatever social agitation he experiences, there are
some indications that he's unable to shake it off. I suspect it's because he's impatient. He needs
to appreciate that there are different approaches to solving a problem. Interestingly, Specialist
Mike "Thatcher" Baker seems begrudgingly tolerant of him and has been known to speak up in
Chandar's defense. Chandar tends to gravitate to certain personalities. Because Chandar revels
in deconstructing equipment to create something new, I think he's drawn to abstract thinkers
and Glazkov has a similar talent for seeing complex situations in a unique way. Given his
background in information security, Chandar understands secrecy and seems uncomfortable
with expressing himself or with personal questions. In his field, and here at Rainbow ,
information is a critical - life and death - commodity. So of course, I respect this but only up to a
limit. I had to find another way in and we managed to find common ground in discussing
History, of all things! For someone so focused on science he surprised me. His hometown of
York is one of the most historic cities in England and it's a city I adore. He described in
wonderful detail how he had to pass the Gothic church on his walk to school. He like to lean
back and look up at the bell tower for so long that it made him wobbly. My meeting with
Chandar reminded me that we here at Rainbow tend to focus on how our operators excel in the
STEM fields, but there is great value in our operators having passion and interests across a
broad spectrum of studies. Chandar demonstrates why he's much more than someone who is
used to being the smartest person in the room. Despite his young age, I'm certain he has
something to teach the others. As one of the primary engineers on the project, Chandar created
a variant of the device that doubled the effective range of the original GCHQ signal disruptor.
Really he's the expert on the subject. The key focus was to test jamming signal parameters
based on several constraints while keeping the device's weight to a minimum. Regarding the
attached evaluation results Specialists Weiss and Pichon IQ and Twitch made repeated
requests to review the data because both have devices that are powerful counters to the Moni. I
didn't want to be uncooperative but I wasn't clear on the protocols. This wiki. This wiki All wikis.
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Bulletproof Camera. In R6 Siege Mute is not the flashiest operator available in the game, but
when used correctly he can play a significant role in winning rounds on the defensive end.
Chandar graduated from secondary school at the age of twelve. A science prodigy, he was
accepted into the University of Cambridge, Department of Engineering at fourteen after
completing an internship at a British tech company during his gap year, working on prototypes
for a new security system. Jammers can be placed on flat horizontal surfaces like floors, boxes,
or tables. Placed disruptors remain active until destroyed or picked up by Mute â€” no limits on
duration. Therefore, the disruptors range allows 1 Jammer to impact:. Mute R6 is the best
defensive operator in the game when it comes to filling the role of Anti-Intel. Anti-Intel means
preventing attackers from gathering information. Roaming is leaving the objective site to
disturb and flank attackers. Anchoring, on the other hand, means staying on the objective or in
a location with eyesight to the objective. To learn more about each defensive role, please visit
the below sections. Throwable explosive, detonated remotely by user. Can be pre-placed or
used similarily to grenades. Camera deployable on walls to surveil areas. Can see through
smoke and survives direct shots to its front panel. Please treat the below suggestion as what it
is â€” our preferences. We encourage you to experiment to find your setup. Remember, just
because something works for someone else, does not mean it has to and will work for you!
Suggested loadout:. Dokkaebi Jackal Ying Zofia. Finka Maverick Nomad. Gridlock Nokk Kali.
Iana Ace Zero. Caveira Echo Frost Valkyrie. Ela Lesion Mira Vigil. Alibi Clash Kaid Maestro.
Mozzie Goyo Wamai. Oryx Melusi. Barrels Guide Sights Guide. Defensive operator. He serves
two main roles: Anti-Intel Disables drones caught within the effective radius of his Signal
Disruptor Breach denial Prevents breaching in reinforced walls by disabling the possibility to
activate Hard breach devices. Armor Rating. Speed Rating. Utility Guide. Playstyle Guide.
Loadout Guide. Video Guides. Play Video. Operator guide. Detailed information on how to play
Mute R6 Siege. Caption title. What is the utility? Breach Denial. Therefore, the disruptors range
allows 1 Jammer to impact: Two regular size reinforced walls Three smaller size walls One
hatch â€” only in specific locations. Therefore, as a general rule of the thumb:. Breach denial for
walls s â€” pick Bandit. Breach denial for hatch es â€” pick Kaid. Of course, the above list does
not mean that you should not use Mute for jamming reinforced walls. From 3 Breach denial
operators available to defenders, Mute is the least impactful in breach denial scenarios due to
lack of destruction of attackers utility affected by his utility. How to use utility? Signal
disruptors are easy to use from the gameplay mechanics perspective: have to be placed on the
floor, without a duration limit. On top of that, Mute R6 can see an effective range while placing a
device, which helps to estimate whether the chosen location will get the job done. Surfaces do
not obstruct jammers blocking power, hence whenever possible place device behind cover.
Below an example of three different ways of positioning Jammer to prevent droning from Yellow
stairs on the top floor of Consulate:. Easily shot from yellow stairs or skylight. Requires more
exposure from attacker on yellow stairs. Cannot be shot from skylight or Yellow stairs. As a
result, as the Mute R6 operator you can place his Jammers on elevated surfaces, especially on
Consulate where space between ceiling and surface is sufficient to impact drones located one
floor above. Piano hallway from Garage. Impacts drones between Piano and hallway. Placing
Jammer on pipes. Main lobby to Spiral stairs. Placing Jammer on top of drawer. Position
yourself this way to jump on desk. Team composition may impact your role due to potential
picks of Bandit or Kaid. If the defense has only Mute , then prioritize blocking significant
reinforced walls or hatches from being breached. Only spare jammers should be used for
Anti-Intel purposes. Additionally, in case your teammate picked Mira and placed the mirror in a
strategically important location, remember about supporting the mirror by putting jammer,
bearing Shock drone in mind! Some sites in R6 Siege have higher importance of reinforced
walls than other objectives. Taking the role of Anti-Breach, Mute should always prioritize
blocking reinforced walls leading to a location outside of the building example:
Chalet-Snowmobile garage. Blocking such an angle will give your team a massive advantage
over attackers. Other sites without such walls may not need Mute to fill Anti-Breach role at all. A
great example of such an objective is the Dinning room on Chalet. Mira :. Jammers are the best
counter to Shock drones due to the range of disruption. Shock drones are the most direct
counter to Mira. Castle :. Benefits from jammers placed nearby his armored barricades. Bandit :.
Mozzie :. A shield can block a line of sight on the jammer. Hard-Breachers â€” Thermite , and
Hibana. Thermite can take back his Exothermic Charge, while Hibana cannot and has to wait for
Jammer to be destroyed. Fuze can place cluster charge but is unable to detonate unless
Jammer is removed or destroyed. Dokkaebi Logic Bomb. The above scenarios are very

situational, and their impact on the round is rather insignificant. Countered by:. Signal
Disruptors are countered by:. Shock Drone can destroy disruptor as long as it has a line of sight
on Jammer without being in its range. The jammer does not impact breaching rounds.
Breaching round destroys disruptors on impact. Buck , Finka , or Sledge can use grenades to
destroy jammers. How to play - Mute R6 Siege. Easy to pick up, but hard to master.
Mechanically Mute is simple to use as his utility requires only to be placed on the floor to be
effective. However, placing utility most optimally requires advanced map knowledge, as well as
extensive experience. He is usually not the most flashy operator available on the defensive side.
Although, when played correctly, Mute can be extremely useful. Preparation phase. Disruptors
placed in such manner prevent intel-gathering during the preparation phase for attacking
drones. Just reinforcing and placing jammers will be enough to keep you busy during 45
seconds of the preparation phase, not to mention any optional activities. Lastly, but importantly
remember to communicate with the team before the round begins. Let them know what you
intend to jam as Mute or ask if they would like you to use your utility in a specific way. This
pre-round step is essential whether you play with friends or alone. Proactive communication
style will frequently initiate small discussion on preferred tactics, which is a great way to ensure
everybody is on the same page. Do not expect others to read your mind, nor to have the same
idea about defensive tactic as you have! Loadout guide - Mute R6 Siege. Available options.
Primary weapons. Secondary weapons. Universal gadgets. Nitro Cell. Best counter to Shield
operators and preventing defuser plant. Bulletproof Camera. Loadout suggestion. Why such
loadout? The above loadout provides a lot of flexibility to a Mute player. SMG has been nerfed in
the Grim Sky update due to recoil changes. Some players may not feel comfortable taking a
fight with this weapon on medium-range distances. For players who can still control SMG recoil,
we recommend using the shotgun as a primary weapon. You almost always want to create lines
of sight between bomb sites. Additionally, MA1 is one of the most consistent shotguns when it
comes to killing enemies from a short-range. The laser can be a useful attachment on most
shotguns, but as we pick MA1 mainly for destruction purposes, we do not recommend using it.
SMG is one of only a few secondary automatic weapons. Its recoil is difficult to control, you
should be tap firing or short burst to get the most out of this weapon. The vertical grip is a no
brainer choice, especially with a high recoil of this gun. For those of you who prefer picking
MP5K as a primary weapon, we suggest using a compensator as a barrel attachment.
Compensator helps with controlling weapon after the initial first three shots. Similarly to SMG,
we recommend using Vertical Grip for lowering recoil and 1x sight of your choice. When it
comes to universal gadget selection, we recommend going with Nitro Cell , unless your team
has the plan to use a Bulletproof camera. Bear in mind that a camera can be a handy tool, but it
requires proper usage to bring benefit to defenders. Nitro cell has much less dependency on
team coordination and tactic, hence being our recommendation. It is also the best counter to
shield operators and serves as plant denial. Community Videos - Mute R6 Siege. Instructional
videos. Gameplay showcases. Other operators. Learn more about other operators in Siege!
Learn More. Or go to list of all available Guides. Found our website useful? Be the first to know
about new content! An exceptional and well-rounded student, Chandar was one of the youngest
accepted into the University of Cambridge. He majored in electronics and computer
engineering, completing an internship at a prestigious tech company where he contributed to
the design and function of security system prototypes. He continues to contribute to the applied
technical research team and has recently expanded his field of study to include learning
Korean. He needs to appreciate that there are different approaches to solving a problem.
Chandar tends to gravitate to certain personalities. Given his background in information
security, Chandar understands secrecy and seems uncomfortable with expressing himself or
with personal questions. In his field, and here at Rainbow, information is a critical â€” life and
death â€” commodity. So of course, I respect this but only up to a limit. I had to find another
way in and we managed to find common ground in discussing History, of all things! For
someone so focused on science he surprised me. He described in wonderful detail how he had
to pass the Gothic church on his walk to school. He liked to lean back and look up at the bell
tower for so long that it made him wobbly. You can combine a Castle barricade with a Mute
jammer, making it even harder for drones to pass under or even stopping breach charges or
launched explosives from Ash, Hibana or Zofia. Ubisoft Logo An illustrated Ubisoft logo with
Ubisoft title. Back Arrow Left Black arrow pointing left. Buy Now. Game Info Learn Operators
Maps. Year 5 Pass. Presentation Loadout Biography Gameplay Tips. Back Mute SAS. Show Elite
Skin. Secondary Weapon P Mk Gadget Bulletproof camera. Nitro Cell. Unique Ability Signal
Disruptor. Real Name. Date of Birth. Place of Birth. Visit Other Social Channels. Mute is a
defending operator for the SAS. He was released on December 1, as part of the original 20
Rainbow Six Siege operators. This page covers everything you need to know about Mute's

gadgets, weapons , synergies, counters, and background. The signal jammer commonly
referred to as a "Mute jammer" is a deployable device that sends a jamming signal to all
electronics within its vicinity. Mute carries 4 jammers. Each one jams all devices within a few
meters. They work through walls, floors, and ceilings. The jammers won't destroy effected
electronics, but they won't function until the jammer is destroyed or the device is removed from
its radius. Jammers can only be placed below Mute. They can sit on any table or surface with
enough room as long as Mute is able to climb up to it. Mute has broader utility than most
defenders. His signal jammers can effectively deny hard breaching, prevent drones from
entering the objective, and counter attacker debuffs. He's a highly effective anchor. Played
close to the objective, Mute can reconfigure his jammers to suit the current situation. If the
attackers are focusing a particular direction, he can move an extra jammer to cover more of the
wall or catch more drones. He's also an okay roamer in a pinchâ€”keeping a jammer nearby to
prevent discovery from Dokkaebi can catch her off guard. Mute's loadout is flexible for a few
different playstyles. Its especially low recoil means it can be easily controlled at long range. The
MA1 shotgun's strong damage will down most enemies with a single shot at close range, but it's
more situational. Though, this frees up the primary slot for the MA1 shotgun, which is useful for
opening rotation holes. Mozzie: Mute's signal jammers are effective at disabling drones and
making it easy for Mozzie to capture them. Castle: Placing a jammer below a castle window
provides an extra layer of protection from Fuze and standard breaching charges. Attackers will
need breaching operators like Ash, Sledge , or Zofia to break the barricade. A frag grenade will
also work. Mira: The walls mounted with Mira's black mirrors are common targets for Hibana's
hard breaching charges. Placing a jammer on this will i
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s a useful layer of protection for a powerful information gadget. A science prodigy, he was
accepted into the university of Cambridge, Department of Engineering at fourteen after
completing an internship at a British tech company during his gap year, working on prototypes
for a new security system. Last Edited: 14 Jul am. Was this guide helpful? YES NO. In This Wiki
Guide. Summary: Inspired by the reality of counter terrorist operatives across the world,
Rainbow 6 Siege invites players to master the art of destruction. Intense close quarters
confrontations, high lethality, tactics, team play, and explosive action are at the center of the
experience. Franchises: Rainbow Six. Genres: Shooter. Blood, Drug Reference, Strong
Language, Violence, Includes online features that may expose players to unrated
user-generated content. Developers: Ubisoft Montreal. Publishers: Ubisoft. Release Date:
December 1, Table of Contents. Protocol M. MP5k SMG. MA1 Shotgun. P MK 25 Pistol. SMG
Machine Pistol.

